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Whether you're living in a dry, svelte climate, or just preparing for a ridiculously hot summer, it pays to invest in one of the best mobile mergers. Because, while some smaller spaces can function well with powerful fans that are cool as air conditioners, AC Mobile is really the best option if you're serious about turning your
sweaty, cosy room into a comfortable living space. When exploring which option is right for you, keep in mind the room size you're looking for to keep cool. Today's most popular models will clearly advertise a specific amount of square space they are equipped to handle, and you also do read the reviews to double check
(I got you covered here). Furthermore, consider the actual installation of the air conditioning system. Most portable air conditioners use an exhaust pipe to pump the hot air from the room through the window vent and bring cooler air. But, if exhaust pipes aren't your thing or your room doesn't have easy access to
windows, there are plenty of portable air conditioners without an opening that can work well for you. And if being given is the name of the game, you may want to choose a mini fan pier which is so small you can take it with you wherever you go. Regardless of what you're looking for, this round-up of the best portable air
conditioners will be a perfect one for you. 1 quietest portable air conditioner: AC is easy to install with even quieter sleep mode setting up kwillo portable air conditioner with Dehumidifier and FanAmazon not only testers of this portable AC from Quilo to praise how quiet it operates, it also features an even quieter sleep
mode option so you can rest comfortably while keeping cool at night. Available in three different power levels for three different sized rooms (from 450 to 700 square feet), you can invest in the perfect size for you. Big advantage for The possibility is that it's super easy to install. One visitor commented: It took every 10
minutes to connect and continue! I'm a 48-year-old grandmother! If I can do that, you can. 2 Best for small spaces: This thin AC is perfect for smaller rooms and home officesCOSTWAY portable air conditionerAmazon with exhaust pipe you can attach through a window adjacent to an affordable price tag, this portable air
conditioner is a cost-effective option that can handle an area of up to 161 square feet. This model is also equipped with a digital LED screen and a remote ballet that you can use to adjust the temperature, fan speed and phone clock from wherever you are in the room. With a slim design that's 13 inches wide and 25
inches taller, this smaller air conditioner can fit even the smallest spaces. One fan enthused that the assembly was intuitive and manageable, and seemed to cool the room (larger than 161 sqft) enough. 3 Best for large spaces: portable air conditioner double hose, fan, DehumidifierWhynter dual air conditioner tube
portableAmazonable cool up to 500 square meters, portable air conditioning and this dual hose is the best option if you are equipped with a large room. This portable AC also performs a triple duty: you can use it as air conditioning, fan, or demidifier. With three speeds and an exhaust pipe that can extend up to 5 feet, it
has plenty of features that makes it worth its price tag. Anything to mention on this model? It's on the heavier side, weighing 35kg, so if you're looking for a really easy option, keep scrolling for a more portable A.C. on the lighter side. But with all that weight, you get serious power from this model. The dual-pipe system
works more efficiently (but requires more power) than a single tube system, so your space will be cooler faster and more efficiently. In the end, this spender is worth it. One fan says: I feel this AC will last a long time, so it's definitely worth the price. 4 Best Mobile Air Conditioner Without Opening: AC Lightweight on
Wheels It's great for dry climateHoneywell Indoor Portable Air CoolerAmazonIf You're looking to buy a mobile air conditioner without an opening (one that doesn't connect to the outside world with an exhaust pipe), you're actually looking to buy a vaping air cooler, like that of Honeywell. Evaporative air coolers, or egg
coolers as they are also called, use the process of evaporating water to bring hot air in, and cool it with cooling water vapor before banishing it back into your space. Because this AC air conditioner isn't attached to the wall or window, it's a versatile option that can be used indoors and outdoors during warm months or hot
weather. This type of air conditioner fits well if you live in a dry area, as the cool air it sucks out is naturally moisture rich and can help restore moisture in your space even in Of climate. This model features three speeds, an easy-to-use control panel, and more than 500 five-star reviews that say it does wonders in small to
medium-sized spaces. 5 Best Mini Air Conditioner Fan: A portable fan that you can carry with you from room to roomMods mini-air conditioner FanAmazonIf you are really looking for the smallest portable AC you can carry around with you, this portable mini air conditioning fan is as small as you are going to be able to
find. While most of the fans above on this list are equip to deal with larger rooms, this mini fan is perfect for personal use, and can be brought with you as you move around your home during the summer months. This air conditioning comes with a 4-foot power cord that you can connect wherever you are. Just put ice or
ice water in the tray at the back, and wait when this powerful AC air conditioning cools the air around you. One fan says, really surprised at how well it worked... Good breakfast, excellent location staff. The tumult may receive some of the sales of products purchased from this article, which was created independently of
Bustle's editorial and sales departments. How do I know I can rely on these reviews on Frigidaire Air Conditioner? How do I know I can rely on these reviews on Friggier? 2,682,217 reviews in ConsumerAffairs verified. We require contact information to ensure our reviewers are genuine. We use intelligent software that
helps us maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to verify quality and benefits. For more information on reviews of ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQ. Richard of Venice, FL Verified Reviews Original Review: November 5, 2020 Mobile Home Purchases in 2019 with Air Central Friggier
installed June 2019. Unit doesn't cool down and call for service. The company found a leaky compressor. Frigier claims 10 years of spare parts warranty, but if you purchase the original purchaser in the AC unit, the warranty will last for 5 years. Call about some and a local distributor doesn't want to go honorary
responsibility. Another distributor will cover the part but needs to be shipped and I have to pay for the shipment which is over $100. When it comes to being installed I have to pay another $1300 on top of the money already spent to diagnose the problem. So far four days have been waiting for some and in the meantime
it's been over 80 degrees here. My wife and I are senior citizens with fixed incomes. The corrections man also told me that the units have a history on the coils rusting out. I called the manufacturer and they don't care. I told them the only good use of the unit was a boat anchor. Apison's Douglas, TN Verified Review
Original Review Review: Jan. 9, 2020 And we were in a new home 3 years ago. The house was equipped with a heat pump. This unit is manufactured by Friggier. I've been in this house for three years. The heat pump failed every year, so... First an outer idol. And then another outer coil. The entire external unit was
replaced in January 2018. Was the unit in service in autumn 2018 and was low on Freon (again) no leak was found? The unit worked until autumn 2019 and then went down again. Very low again in Freon. This time there was another serviceman as the installer didn't want to work on it anymore. This person found a small
leak in the A-sling (inner part). I just exchanged it for over $700. The part was under warranty but the job wasn't. I've been in touch with Friggier and basically I've been told that's how it goes. He has a responsibility. This serviceman told me to save my money because I'm going to replace the whole unit. It's just a matter
of when. He told me (like others) that Friggier units are not reliable at all and always fail and are eventually replaced. I can't believe equipment like this is allowed to be sold. This is our fourth home. The last one we lived in for 30 years with the same heat and air unit all the time. Oh it had to be repairs and service but it
was over 30 years term. We sold the house with the unit still doing a good job. If frigy units can't go a year without a major failure, how can I expect to be satisfied with this garbage. I'm saving up to put a new heat pump in my new house right now. I urge you to stay away from Freedier and the people who insist they're
good. I also invite the Friggier Company to contact me and explain to me why after all this work and I have replaced parts of my new heat pump of just 3 years old is a piece of junk. What can they tell me (to anyone) who is unlucky enough to own one of these units that can make us feel better, or happy with what we
have (stuck with). So the invitation is to put to Friggier! Read Full Review D of Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey Verified Review Original Review: July 24, 2019 The unit is only 2 months old and has a lot of mold/moss inside as you look through the vent. The backup is made of sulker! Cheap and un-cleanable! Be careful
and don't purchase for your health and your family. Frigidaire won't do anything about it and keeps telling me to pay for a service provider to clean the cost unit!J.D. of Brooklyn, New York Verified Checks Original Review: July 20, 2019 Continued best buying Brooklyn New York Mall to buy air conditioner, eventually buy a
brand new Frigidaire air conditioner for 6000 btu, probably cooling 250 square feet. I got it for a bedroom less than 150 to 200 square feet. Worst thing I've spent my money on. We'll never be them not entirely while you don't want it. It's not worth the money. Love this property, but you're still not entirely sure? The only
way you feel any cool air is by standing directly in front of an air conditioner. What a waste. Stephen's Bayside, N.Y.-verified original review review: July 18, 2019 We trained a 6000 BTU unit according to room specifications from PC Richards. Refrigeration is Fan speed is low and now the internal rattles. I noticed that
inside is sulker. Get rid of the unit as soon as possible. Vaibhav's Saddle Brook, New Jersey verified review original review: December 1, 2018I bought a window unit for Frigidaire and after 1 month stop working. Call Walmart customer care and call com CSR. It was closed Friday night. I need someone to call me. Thank
you. Not a reliable product. Very upset when I had to pay Longview's 303.00.Joseph, verified TX Original Review Checker: July 16, 2018I installed a new friggy HVAC system in my home 11 years ago to date. Air Handler's engine broke this past weekend, I called the company that installed it and found out it had a 10-
year warranty. I thought it was nice, but okay. Then I got a call this morning that the replacement engine was 800 or 25% of the cost to install the entire system, which included a new external unit, an oven, and an aerial handler, as well as the installation. I would urge anyone not to purchase a primary central air system,
or at the very least not to purchase one with a faulty variable speed option. There's a lot of units and I passed $350 to purchase this unit through the Train system. I don't feel like an idiot right now. This company is making priority parts where you must purchase their overpriced spare parts, and I have to wait another two
days for the engine to be shipped in, with an external temperature above 100 degrees every day. I can only hope that President Friggier should sit at home without an HVAC for a week at his home due to someone's stupidity. An engine is an engine and should not be a special product which GE, or another engine
company does not make to stop this price gouge, delay in repair and the obvious design flaw of this company. Friggier just bought themselves a great advertiser for not purchasing anything frigical. That's one opinion I won't keep to myself. Read Dave's full review of Tapper Lake, New York Verified Original Review
Review: July 4, 2018Hu one (portable air conditioner) originally due to health issues in carrying things (rotating sleeve). It went on for two years and then just stopped working. My daughter had the same one in storage at her terminal (heated) and used it maybe a dozen times a day. Now it's leaking water all over the
carpet. Needless to say it will be the last of the Frigidaire products we will ever buy. Junk.Anna of Probidence, RI Verified Reviewer Original Reviewer: June 30, 201800000000000000. Use 5 times and always stored in winter. Could be new. The year I put it together, within seconds it stopped working. Customer service
said it's the display panel, parts aren't available and I need to buy a new one. I have 17 yr GE manually/c that still works nicely. But this Frijidir FFRE08L3Q1 unit model is totally completely junk. Ben Nobri, SC verified tester Review: June 26, 2018 I have a van/c room I bought from Lowe's. I started having problems with
a unit and contacted Lowe's at 5-15-18 and informed them that they had the record of my purchase and the unit was still under warranty and a repair order would be issued to Alectrolox. I receive an e-mail confirming the amendment order has been issued and that repairs will be completed by 5-29-18. No one called or
showed the repair, so I called Lowe's again and I was informed that Frigidaire didn't repair those units and they transferred me to Frigier to get a mirror. Friggier advised me that they had not repaired any air conditioner unit under 16,000 btus, and that my unit was not under warranty. I explained to her that my product
manual determined that the unit had a 7-year warranty. After an hour and a half on the phone. I was informed that the warranty could not be verified and there would be no repair or replacement. I called and talked to someone and explained the situation and we can make sure the unit is under responsibility. Suddenly the
story of no unit below 16,000 btus has been replaced and not corrected. She told me I'd send a repair company and tell me who was coming. I advised her that the same company had set out to repair my second pier and that they were unreliable and it took them more than three weeks to do the repair. She said they
were the only repairs in the area. I received a call from the service and was advised that the repair order listed the unit as liability. I told him it wasn't true and that I would have my instructor who declared that the unit had a seven-year warranty and that I had already verified the warranty with Friggier. I called Friggier
again and spoke to the rep again and explained the matter and she called the service. While I was on hold and he told her he refused to go out and fix the unit. She told me about it and I told her I knew this guy wasn't trustworthy. She said she'd call another repair company and I told her I was informed he was the only
one in the area. She advised me she had others and she would call one. I later received a call from the same company informing me that they would call the unit. The technician went out and looked at the unit and recommended that he order parts and come back in two or two weeks for repair. Three weeks later there's
still no fix. The temperature is 90+ here and I've been trying to get this/c fix for almost 6 weeks. It's beyond ridiculous. There's no warranty fix. All I got was delay tactics and lies. There is no plausible excuse that the unit was not repaired or replaced weeks ago. Read the next full review
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